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A:Match the pictures with the following sentences(1) 

 
 

 

 
 

 

         …………………            …………………          …………………             ………………..  

1.Children should respect their parents. 

2.We have to take care of elderly people . 

3.A monolingual dictionary . 

4.A bilingual dictionary . 
B. Fill in the blanks with the words given . One word is extra .(2) 

 

 

5.Parnia should ……………. her toys with her cousins . 

1. The first Persian dictionary was………..….. in the 5th century .  

7.Elders aren’t young enough to ………….. things on their own.  

8.The building is a . …………….. of new and old styles .  
C. Match the definitions with the words (1) 

9.a lack of success in doing something .                                  a. forgive 

10.organize and put in order.                                                    b. failure 

11.to stop being angry with someone .                                     c. jump into 

12.to suddenly decide to do something.                                   d .figure out 

                                                                                    e. arrange 
D. Fill in the blanks with your own words. (1) 

13.When she saw her test score , she ………….. into tears . 

14.Try to avoid foods that ………….. a lot of fat .  
E. One word out . (1) 

15. a)look up           b)look after                 c)care for                    d) take care of  
 

16. a)  famous         b)distinguished            c)physician                 d) well-known  
F. Choose the best answer . (3) 
 

17.The volleyball match ………….. in Tehran next week .  

a)held                    b)will be held                c ) was held               d) is held 

18. 2.Do you want to go for a bike ride …………. stay home and rest? 

a) but               b) and             c) or             d) so 

20.This is the house  in ………..we lived for ten years. 

a) when              b)  whom             c) who               d) which 

20.I am not busy now , …………………? 

a)aren’t I               b) am I              c)doesn’t I               d) aren’t I 

21.Once you find the …………,you can find lots of information about the word.  

a)role                 b) rule             c)entry                d)symbol 

22.Helping others ……………. blood pressure. 

a)explains                b)boosts           c)receives            d)lowers 

compiled – founded – share – combination – handle 
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What do these items stand for?(1)     PC .......................................          IT…………………………..    

G. Make active and passive sentences.(3) 

23.my mother / Sina / gave / for his birthday  / a book / . 

active : …………………………………………………………… 

passive : …………………………………………………………. 

24.always / I / keep / in the fridge / the butter / . 

active : …………………………………………………………. 

passive : ………………………………………………………… 
H. Combine the following sentences . (who – which – whom)(1) 

25.I saw the man . He lives next door. 

……………………………………………………. 

26. I found my book. I lost it yesterday. ……………………………………. 

I. Put the words in the correct order. (3) 

27.Reza / the class / attend / in hospital / he / can’t / so / is  

…………………………………………………………….. 

28.studies / Mary / but / she / can’t / the exam / pass / a lot  

……………………………………………………………. 
K. Complete the sentences .(1)  

31.This letter ……………(write) by Sara, hasn’t it?          32.Tina forgot to feed the chickens,…………….? 
 

K. Complete the sentences .(1)  

31.I like learning Chinese , but ………………………….. 

32.You must study well , and …………………..……….. 
 

J.Attack these words to figure out their meanings. . (1) 

29.international :   …………………. ,  …………………    30.disconnection :    ………………. , ……………. 

L. Cloze test . (2) 

No matter what we do in our life , we must ……..33……. our parents  as  they do it ……..34…….. . They feel 

honored when we ……….35…….and respect  them. So it is our  ……….36……..to help them when they need us . 

 33.a) dislike                     b) hate                                c) love                                d)lost   

34.a) unfortunately           b)unconditionally               c) unexpectedly                 d) successfully 

35.a) appreciate                b) bring up                          c) grow older                     d) carry 

36.a)  value                       b) principle                         c) problem                         d) duty 
A. Read the passage and choose the best answers.(2) 

A farmer prepares his fields for planting fruits and vegetables in early spring .. Later, when the days grow longer 

and the sun warms the earth , he plants the seeds . After planting , he watches the weather , hopes for enough rain 

and sun . He waters the young plants and watches for the signs of plant diseases . He knows some insects bring 

diseases and some others eat the food that he grows . Still there are insects , like bees and butterflies , that help 

flowers and fruit to grow .  

37.Those insects that are a problem for human usually eat ………………  .  

a)the plants that farmers raise                     b)some fish in the sea  

c)other wild land animals                           d)birds and some insects  

38.When days grow longer and the sun heats the earth more , it is time for farmer to …………. 

a)kill the harmful insects                    b) plants the seeds  

c)watches the weather                        d)watch for the signs 

39.According to the passage , we can understand that with …………. , the plants grow strong and healthy . 

a)water , sun and farmer’s care                         b)watching the signs for plants diseases 

c)planting the seed on time                               d)insects , bees and butterflies  

B.True or False 
40.Bees and butterflies are harmful for flowers .                   True ☐     False☐ 

41.A farmer prepares his field in early spring.                       True☐     False☐   
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